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We have had another amazing month here at The Howard Primary school full of excitement, hard work
and fun. The children have really enjoyed their lessons and enrichment opportunities, showcasing their
talents across our trust and into the wider community.

Class 3

Our Year 5 and 6 children have been super busy both in and out of the classroom. They have really
enjoyed showing their creativity in Science in their new Earth and Space topic - check out their beautiful
work above. They also completed their Geography unit Orienteering with a trip to Cannock Chase where
they put their skills to the test in a real life situation. They had a great time and nobody got lost! Out and
about in the community they had a wonderful day at Belgrave fire station for a number of workshops.
These included: fire safety, dementia awareness, CPR, citizenship and water safety. Add to this a whole
trust football tournament amongst other things and it is safe to say they have had a great month.

Class 2

Our Year 3 and 4 children have also been busy! Their Design and Technology saw them have lots of fun
learning about the telephone and they have been hard at work completing Children in Need challenges
and raising money for this wonderful cause. In English they have been learning about Pompeii which has
allowed them the opportunity to be creative with their drama.

Class 1



Our Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 children have had a busy month too. Year 1 and 2 had an enrichment
day at another of our trust schools, Richard Crosse
Primary, where they created pottery in the style of Wedgewood and had the opportunity to make pizza as
part of their Design and Technology unit. They were supported by a local chef which made the experience
even more exciting. Reception enjoyed a Monster Phonics workshop which was attended by parents,
allowing the children to showcase their already brilliant reading skills.

With Christmas lessons, activities and events just around the corner it really is an exciting time to attend
The Howard Primary.


